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a b s t r a c t 

Beryllium is proposed to be a neutron multiplier and plasma facing material in future fusion devices. 

Therefore, it is crucial to acquire an understanding of the microscopic mechanisms of tritium accumu- 

lation and release as a result of transmutation processes that Be undergoes under neutron irradiation. 

A multiscale simulation of ad- and desorption of hydrogen isotopes on the beryllium (0 0 01) surface is 

developed. It consists of ab initio calculations of certain H adsorption configurations, a suitable clus- 

ter expansion approximating the energies of arbitrary configurations, and a kinetic Monte Carlo method 

for dynamic simulations of adsorption and desorption. The processes implemented in the kinetic Monte 

Carlo simulation are deduced from further ab initio calculations comprising both, static relaxation as well 

as molecular dynamics runs. The simulation is used to reproduce experimental data and the results are 

compared and discussed. Based on the observed results, proposals for a refined model are made. 

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

Future fusion devices like ITER and DEMO are proposed to de-

loy beryllium as a plasma facing material for the first wall [1] and

eutron multiplier in tritium breeding blankets [1–3] . Within the

elium cooled pebble bed blanket (HCPB), lithium ceramics are

sed as the actual tritium breeding material while beryllium

cts as a neutron multiplier, thus providing for a self-sustained

ritium fuel cycle. As the fusion plasma emits highly energetic

eutrons, beryllium undergoes transmutation reactions generating

onsiderable amounts of helium and tritium [4] as a result. With

he accumulation of these reaction products, gas filled bubbles

merge [5] as tritium and helium are captured by vacancies which

oalesce. These processes also lead to considerable degradation of

aterial properties [6] . The inner surfaces of gas filled bubbles as

ell as the outer surfaces of plasma facing Be tiles imply a pro-

ounced importance of the interactions of hydrogen isotopes with

eryllium surfaces, which will ultimately need to include interac-

ions of (pre)adsorbed hydrogen. Regarding safety concerns, assess-

ent of the radioactive tritium inventory trapped inside beryllium

ebbles and the handling of radioactive beryllium waste after the

nd-of-life of the blanket are very important for the actual oper-
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tion of a fusion reactor. Therefore, it is crucial to acquire a thor-

ugh understanding of the microscopic mechanisms of tritium re-

ention and release, naturally including a faithful representation of

echanisms at surfaces. 

Therefore, numerous experimental and theoretical studies have

een conducted to gain insight into the governing mechanisms of

ritium retention and release. 

Typical experiments consist of exposing beryllium samples to

ydrogen isotope gases [7–9] , hydrogen isotope ion implanta-

ion beams [10–15] , or neutron irradiation [5,6] , all of which

esulting in the accumulation of hydrogen isotopes within the

eryllium samples. Subsequently, an array of experimental tech-

iques like low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) [13] , X-ray pho-

oelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [13] , low-energy electron diffrac-

ion (LEED) [9] , high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy

HREELS) [9] , nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) [9] , transmission

lectron microscopy (TEM) investigations [10] , and/or temperature

rogrammed desorption (TPD) spectroscopy [7,8,12–14] are rou-

inely applied to either directly track the hydrogen isotope be-

aviour within the samples or deduce it from the data taken. Espe-

ially TPD spectra, which aim to establish a mapping from desorp-

ion rate peak temperatures to activation energies and therefore

tomic scale desorption processes, leave a wide field of possible,

ompeting explanations for several similar features. 

Typical theoretical studies are usually based on ab initio, i.e.

ensity function theory (DFT) calculations. There are numerous
Y-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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publications relevant to beryllium surfaces and their interactions

with hydrogen, see e.g. [16,17] and [18–21] , respectively. For the

(0 0 01) beryllium surface, there is a rather well established con-

sensus of hydrogen atomically adsorbing at two stable sites for low

hydrogen concentrations on the surface. These sites are named the

fcc and hcp adsorption sites, with the latter one being energeti-

cally more favourable. Here, we adopt the notion of a coverage rel-

ative to those adsorption sites, i.e. a coverage of 1.0 corresponds to

all fcc and hcp adsorption sites being occupied. Significantly more

uncertainty is attributed to regimes of higher coverages. The two-

fold coordinated bridge sites right between the fcc and hcp adsorp-

tion sites becoming stable adsorption sites at a coverage of 0.5 is

a rather well established finding our calculations agree with. Some

publications suggest these bridge sites are available in addition to

hcp and fcc sites, e.g. [22] . At those coverages, the energetical hier-

archy of fcc and hcp adsorption sites is reversed and the bridge site

is now the new groundstate adsorption site. However, our calcula-

tions also indicate the bridge site replaces the fcc and hcp adsorp-

tion sites instead of becoming available for adsorption in addition. 

Based on ab initio calculations performed by us, a multiscale

modelling approach to hydrogen ad- and desorption deploying our

own atomic kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) code was developed. The

goal of this work is to establish the overall validity of our approach

by reproducing aspects of actual experiments. To this end, we fo-

cus on modelling of atomic deuterium exposure experiments un-

dertaken by Lossev and Kueppers [7,8] . 

2. Simulation methods 

Our multiscale modelling approach is based on ab initio

calculations carried out using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation

Package (VASP) [23,24] in terms of static energy minimization

and microcanonical first principles molecular dynamics runs. The

projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials as shipped with

VASP [25,26] are used for beryllium and hydrogen, modelling

beryllium with two valence electrons. For molecular dynamics

runs, the atomic mass in the H potential was changed to that

ofdeuterium mass (2.014) via the POMASS-tag in the POTCAR file.

The exchange-correlation energy is approximated by the gener-

alized gradient approximation (GGA) according to Perdew and

Wang [27] . Moreover, a Fermi broadening as proposed by Methfes-

sel and Paxton [28] , a smearing width of 0 . 2 eV , and a cutoff en-

ergy of ENCUT = 450 eV were deployed. The bulk lattice constants

a = b = 2 . 263 Å and c = 3 . 569 Å were calculated using these pa-

rameters. Throughout all calculations, the k-point grid sampling is

done on a gamma centred grid not less dense than 31 × 31 × 1 for

a surface simulation cell with lateral lengths of only one unit cell

as this has been explicitly confirmed to yield well converged total

energies. Total energy convergence with significantly more dense

k-point grids was occasionally ensured for laterally larger simula-

tion cells with different lateral geometries, though. All surface sim-

ulation cells include a vacuum gap of more than 18.5 Å after full

relaxation in order to get rid of unintentional interactions due to

periodic boundary conditions. 

Utilizing ab initio calculation results in subsequent stages of the

multiscale simulation chain requires a high quality parametriza-

tion of total energies. For discrete systems, a state of the art

parametrization is given by the cluster expansion (CE) formal-

ism [29] . This expansion systematically expands total energies E

for arbitrary parent lattice occupations � σ = ( σ1 , . . . , σN ) denoted

by spin variables σ i on N sites according to 

E 

(→ 

σ
)

= 

∑ 

α∈ A 
m α J α〈 ∏ 

i ∈ α′ 
σi 〉 

α′ 
, (1)

with summation over clusters α symmetrically inequivalent and

averaging over clusters α′ symmetrically equivalent to α under
arent lattice spacegroup operations. To that end, effective clus-

er interaction (ECI) energies J α need to be found for a considered

et of clusters A , associating each cluster α to an energy contribu-

ion via multiplicities m α and the occupation dependent correla-

ion 〈 ∏ 

i ∈ α′ σi 〉 α′ . 
The adsorption layer can be taken as a substitutional alloy com-

osed of hydrogen (H) and vacancies Vac. In this alloy, the two

pecies reside in the fcc and hcp sites which compose the two

imensional parent lattices. That way, the problem is mapped to

nding a cluster expansion for a substitutional alloy and the MIT

b initio Phase Stability (MAPS) code can be used. MAPS searches

or a cluster expansion truncation in an iterative manner. At each

teration, MAPS starts by choosing an optimal truncation as indi-

ated by a minimal leave-one-out cross validation (CV) score. The

et of trial truncations at this step is limited by a physically plau-

ible heuristic based on the complexity (number of sites) and size

largest pair distance) of the clusters. Subsequently, MAPS proposes

 new configuration to include in the training set on the grounds

f the best truncation so far. This new configuration either corre-

ponds to a newly predicted ground state or results in the most

eduction of the variance component in the least square fit predic-

ion error. If a truncation fails to reproduce the ground state hull,

he relative weight of the offending configurations is increased and

n iterative refitting scheme is applied. 

For the purpose considered in this work, the actual input ener-

ies for MAPS are given by 

 ( � σ ) = E ads ,σ = E total − n uc E uc − n H 

E H 2 
2 

, (2)

ith the total energy of the considered configuration as provided

y VASP E total , the size of the simulation cell in multiples of sur-

ace unit cell n uc , the total energy of the clean surface unit cell

 uc , the number of adsorbed H atoms n H , and the total energy of

he H 2 molecule E H 2 = −6 . 719 eV . Small changes within the MAPS

ode enable an automated adoption of all cluster expansions ob-

ained by MAPS in our own kMC code which is described at the

nd of this chapter. 

To obtain estimates of typical barriers for dissociative adsorp-

ion processes, microcanonical molecular dynamics runs were car-

ied out. The setup of those runs generally consist of a D 2 projec-

ile and a fully relaxed Be slab at 0 K . The initial velocities of the

ons in the molecule result in a suitable center of mass velocity

owards a targeted impact point on the slab. The slab itself may

e clean or preadsorbed with atomic H in given amounts and con-

gurations. The actual energy barriers �V are then derived from

tilizing the losses of kinetic energy �T in microcanonical ab ini-

io molecular dynamic simulations, in which 

 0 = T 0 + V 0 
! = T ( t ) + V ( t ) = E ( t ) (3)

⇒ �V = V ( t ) − V 0 = T 0 − T ( t ) = �T (4)

olds. Here, E 0 , T 0 , and V 0 denote the initial total, kinetic, and po-

ential energies while E(t) , T(t) , and V(t) denote the total, kinetic,

nd potential energies at time t . As a measure of the validity of cal-

ulations like that, the drift in total free energy E 0 − E ( t ) was mon-

tored. Atomic deuterium adsorption was studied using the same

echnique. 

Estimations of the deuterium surface diffusion activation barri-

rs �E for jumps between adjacent adsorption sites are calculated

y 

E = E trans − E init (5)

ith the energy E init from a relaxed initial state, i.e. H adsorbed

n a fcc or hcp site, and E trans from a converged dimer calcu-

ation carried out by the method as implemented in the VASP

ransition state theory (VTST) [30] tools patch for VASP. To that
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the codes comprising our multiscale simulation approach and their 

interplay. Solid boxes indicate codes, dashed boxes information, and arrows indicate 

in- and output of codes. 

Fig. 2. Adsorption energy E ads, σ , see (2) , per site as a function of surface coverage 

as found by the MAPS cluster expansion (CE) and DFT. 
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nd, the conjugate gradient optimizer ( IOPT = 2 ), a dimer sepa-

ation of DdR = 10 −2 Å, a maximum number of consecutive rota-

ion steps DRotMax = 6 , and an electronic loop termination delta

f EDIFF = 10 −7 eV were used. To preserve microscopic reversibil-

ty, the barriers of a diffusion process and its reverse process need

o be estimated in a consistent manner. This is achieved by calcu-

ating the actual barrier �E bar according to 

E bar = �E + max { E pre , E post } − E pre , (6) 

ith the system energy before the proposed diffusion step E pre ,

he system energy after the proposed diffusion step E post , and �E

iven by (5) . The barriers were calculated for the clean beryllium

urface and for a maximum of additional H adsorbed in the im-

ediate vicinity n max . The effect of additional H in the immediate

icinity n add of the hopping H is then accounted for by a simple

inear interpolation scheme 

E = 

n add 

n max 
�E ( n max ) + 

n max − n add 

n max 
�E ( 0 ) . (7) 

hat is, if there were for instance n add = 3 additional H in sec-

nd nearest neighbor sites and n max = 4 , the considered diffu-

ion hop barrier would be estimated according to �E = 

3 
4 �E ( 4 ) +

4 −3 
4 �E ( 0 ) . The actual upper and lower bounds are reported as a

art of the corresponding results in Section 3.2.2 . 

The energy barriers of associative desorption processes on the

lean surface are calculated using the dimer method with algorith-

ic parameters just as described above. The dependence of the

arrier height on additional H adsorption in neighbouring sites is

lightly more complex, details are presented below in Section 3.2.3 .

The implemented kMC code is based on the rigid parent lat-

ice notion as described above in the cluster expansion context.

he code mainly is a rather straight-forward implementation of

he “one process at a time”-approach, the kMC method is based

n. [31] Parsing in output generated by small modifications within

he MAPS code, the kMC code automatically determines which

luster correlations need to be updated due to an occupation

hange in a given site. 

Within the conventional process management, the kMC code

hooses one process at random with a probability proportional to

ts respective rate at each iteration. For the time accounting, the

imulation time is then advanced by a random increment inversely

roportional to the total sum of the rates of all processes. This ap-

roach is well known as the residence time kMC algorithm. Our

ode differs from that in considering “instantaneous” processes.

hese processes are chosen from a separate process list before the

onventional process management is invoked and the simulation

ime is not advanced. This is done exhaustively in the sense that

he code continues with the conventional process management

nly after this “instantaneous” process list has been exhausted. 

hese processes can thus be thought of as having no barriers asso-

iated with them. Their particular physical meaning and the corre-

ponding motivation of their introduction will become clear in the

iscussion in Section 4 . 

Fig. 1 summarizes how the different codes are combined in our

verall multiscale simulation approach. 

. Results 

.1. Cluster expansion truncation 

The cluster expansion (CE) truncation is based on a training

et of 57 configurations. It reproduces the ground state hull of

he ab initio calculations within the required concentration inter-

al [0.0, 0.49] and uses 21 clusters. Among them are two-site clus-

ers with diameters (of up to ≈ 5 . 695 Å) corresponding to ninth

earest neighbours and three-site clusters with diameters of (up to
2 . 613 Å) corresponding to third nearest neighbours. The trunca-

ion thus consists of the set of 21 ECI (the free parameters) which

inimizes the CV score of a set of 57 linear equations, each repre-

enting an adsorption configuration whose energy has been calcu-

ated by VASP. No further GS configurations containing eight or less

dsorption sites are predicted. An overall impression of the trun-

ation is given by the plot in Fig. 2 . In this plot, “CE predictions”

enotes occupation energies only predicted by the truncation, i.e.

ot calculated by VASP, and “DFT calculations” denotes occupation

nergies calculated by VASP. The latter set of points is mirrored by

orresponding data points in “CE approximations” representing the

nergies of the same configurations approximated using the cluster

xpansion truncation. 

.2. Processes 

.2.1. Dissociative adsorption 

Energy barriers for dissociative adsorption are rather high ( ≈
.85 eV) according to our calculations with D 2 impacting on the

lean Be surface with a kinetic energy of ≈ 1 . 0 eV . This holds

or all simulated combinations of the D 2 center of mass impact

osition and orientations parallel to the surface, while additional

readsorbed H increases the barrier even further. D 2 orientations

rthogonal to the surface did not adsorb at all, hinting at an even

igher adsorption barrier in those cases. Fig. 3 shows a represen-

ative selection of typical adsorption barriers. 
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Fig. 3. Plot of two typical energy barriers of dissociative adsorption processes onto 

a clean surface as a function of ab initio MD steps . In the legend, “brg” stands 

for bridge, indicating the general orientation of the D 2 bond relative to the surface 

geometry. 

Table 1 

Summary of explicitly considered diffusion transition states. The 

barrier heights �E are calculated according to Eq. (5) and figures 

in parentheses depict the respective configurations. 

Description Lowest �E /eV Highest �E /eV 

fcc → hcp ( Fig. 4 ) 0 .03 ( Fig. 4 c) 0 .18 ( Fig. 4 b) 

hcp → fcc ( Fig. 4 ) 0 .07 ( Fig. 4 a) 0 .21 ( Fig. 4 b) 

Fig. 4. Top view of surface diffusion transition state configurations. [32] Shown are 

the minimal �E configuration for hcp → fcc in 4a, the configuration in both direc- 

tions in the free case in 4b, and the lowest �E configuration for fcc → hcp in 4c. 

Images rendered by VESTA [32] . 

Table 2 

Summary of the explicitly considered associative desorp- 

tion transition states. The barrier heights �E are calcu- 

lated according to Eq. (5) and figures in parentheses de- 

pict the respective configurations. 

Description Lowest �E /eV Highest �E /eV 

2nn-fcc ( Fig. 5 ) 0 .99 ( Fig. 5 b) 1 .34 ( Fig. 5 a) 

2nn-hcp ( Fig. 5 ) 0 .97 ( Fig. 5 d) 1 .50 ( Fig. 5 c) 

reconst ( Fig. 5 ) 0 .97 ( Fig. 5 e) 0 .97 ( Fig. 5 e) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Top view of explicitly considered associative desorption transition state con- 

figurations. There is the highest �E fcc 2 nd nearest neighbor (nn) configuration in 

5a, the lowest �E fcc 2 nd nn configuration in 5b, the highest �E hcp 2 nd nn con- 

figuration in 5c, the lowest �E hcp 2 nd nn configuration in 5d, and the transition 

configuration from a Be slab with laterally reconstructed first layer Be in 5e. Images 

rendered by VESTA [32] . 

(a) Acceleration of impinging D while
descending towards the surface on the
trajectory shown in Fig. 6b.

(b) Trajectory of a MD run showing
an effective desorption event. Image
rendered by Jmol [33].

Fig. 6. Sketches to illustrate interactions of H with a precovered surface of 0.5 cov- 

erage as found by molecular dynamics [33] . 
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3.2.2. Surface diffusion 

Diffusion barriers are defined by (6) . Dimer calculations as

described in Section 2 lead to �E contributions summarized in

Table 1 . The corresponding transition states are depicted in Fig. 4 . 

3.2.3. Associative desorption 

Associative desorption energy barriers were obtained by dimer

calculations and (5) , Table 2 summarizes the results and Fig. 5

depicts the corresponding transition states. Similar to surface dif-

fusion, a simple linear interpolation with increasing H coverage

between the most extreme �E configurations is adopted. How-

ever, it was found that, in both cases, the maximum neighbour-

hood coverage of 8 neighbouring H was not stable in the sense
f H hopping away from its original adsorption sites. This is con-

idered in the actual process implementation by switching to the

reconst”-process (cf. Fig. 5 e) when detecting neighbourhood cov-

rages larger than the maximum stable ones observed. 

.2.4. Atomic adsorption 

Atomic adsorption was investigated using micro canonical

olecular dynamics runs as layed out in Section 2 . It was found

hat there is no barrier for atomic adsorption. On the contrary,

 pronounced acceleration of impinging H was observed. Fig. 6 a

hows the accumulation of ≈ 1 . 0 eV of kinetic energy by the im-

inging H due to the attraction of a preadsorbed slab with a H

overage of 0.5. In this case, an impinging H captures one of the

readsorbed H atoms and both leave the surface as a molecule, cf.

ig. 6 b. The same molecular desorption was found for lower cov-

rages when the impinging H hit an occupied adsorption site. As a

esult, that heuristic is adopted in the corresponding kMC process

mplementation, i.e. an effective desorption takes place whenever

 would be put either on an occupied site or an empty adsorption
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Fig. 7. Plots of data taken from several simulation runs for systems consisting of 

20 0 0 0 sites with significant variation of additional surface diffusion barrier offsets 

to control the slown down of the surface diffusion processes. The background of 

this overlay is given by the experimental data as found by Lossev and Kueppers 

[8] (black graph) and their upper error estimation boundary of 30% (green graph). 

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ite with all neighbouring sites occupied, which corresponds to

 local 0.5 coverage. A rate for these processes was estimated

rom data given in the two papers of Lossev and Kueppers [7,8] .

oting that exposure experiments were performed with fluxes of

 . 0 · 10 12 cm 

−2 s −1 , an approximation for the required rate per ad-

orption site is readily obtained by multiplying with half of the

rea of a unit surface cell, as there are two adsorption sites per

nit cell. The flux estimation obtained that way and taking into

ccount a given fluence of 10 14 cm 

−1 at 1L exposure leads to a rea-

onable time of 1600 s for an exposure of 80L. 

.3. Resulting kMC simulations 

To model the exposure experiments [7,8] , kMC simulations si-

ultaneously considering surface diffusion, associative desorption,

nd atomic adsorption as layed out in the Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.3 , and

.2.4 were carried out. With the exception of atomic adsorption

rocesses, all process rates are obtained by assuming an attempt

requency ν = 10 13 Hz in conjunction with the respective activa-

ion energies �E according to ν · exp (− �E 
k B T 

) . Fig. 7 overlays the

riginal data taken from the aforementioned experiments with a

lot of the coverage versus the exposure as simulated by our kMC

imulations. The green graph depicts the estimated error in the ex-

erimental data of 30%. 

. Discussion 

The adopted cluster expansion truncation in Section 3.1 is not

erfect, but rather a pragmatic choice. It is the result of only con-

idering a subset of configurations in the original, full training set.

he features of the full set could not be captured satisfactorily by

ny truncation at the same time because of two characteristics.

irstly, there are many different configurations within a very small

nergy interval directly above the ground state hull. Therefore can-

idate cluster expansions can easily predict ground state configu-

ations violating the DFT ground state hull. Secondly, several out-

ier configurations with energies widely above those of the rest

n the set are present. For these configurations, hydrogen atoms

hange their adsorption sites, i.e., they are unstable if allowed to

elax freely. Hence, the energy of the final configuration would be

rongly mapped to the initial one by the MAPS code. To avoid this

ismapping, only electronic relaxations are considered resulting
n artificial outliers well above the energies of the other fully re-

axed configurations. Besides this special treatment, the final con-

gurations are also added to the training set if not yet included.

his implies that the cluster expansion assigns high energies to

he unstable initial configurations. As a compromise we attempted

o keep the outliers in the set using an additional user-supplied

eighting scheme patched into MAPS. However, this leads to very

mall weights for the outliers, if the ground state hull integrity is

o be preserved. Therefore we used another approach. We found

he reason of the instability is the repulsion of first nearest neigh-

or hydrogen atoms which relax to adsorption sites further apart.

ltimately, such configurations were left out altogether and their

nstability were reflected by the introduction of “instantaneous”

urface diffusion processes alone. As a result, the CE truncation

ased on the remaining stable configurations reproduces the DFT

S hull. 

For certain 0.5 coverage occupations, significant first layer Be

econstruction softens, and even completely takes away, the notion

f a parent lattice, cf. Fig. 5 e. Although our cluster expansion and

arrier estimations include all the effects of ionic relaxations, our

MC simulations are constrained to the parent lattice. If hydrogen

nd beryllium atoms relax in a way that is incompatible with the

arent lattice, we have to implement these effects in some effec-

ive manner Such a representation is obtained by adopting suitable

euristics when implementing corresponding physical processes. 

or example, the barrier estimation corresponding to desorption

rom the reconstructed slab is used in our kMC simulations when

ufficient amounts of hydrogen are located in the immediate vicin-

ty of the desorbing atoms. 

The high energy barriers associated with dissociative adsorption

s found in Section 3.2.1 are in line with experiments reporting the

bsence of measurable amounts of adsorbed H after exposure to D 2 

uxes at low temperatures [8] . The authors actually give an even

igher estimation of > 1 . 0 eV , although without an actual mea-

urement. In fact, assuming Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribu-

ions and completely neglecting vibrational and rotational degrees

f freedom, only a small proportion of D 2 carries sufficient kinetic

nergy to overcome barriers of ≈ 0 . 85 eV for a wide range of tem-

eratures, e.g. even at 1600 K only ≈ 0.6% of impinging D 2 would

ontribute. 

Simulating macroscopic time scales, e.g. many hundred seconds

f exposure time, requires special treatment of very fast micro-

copic processes, which in our case are surface diffusion processes

see Table 1 ). These processes were slowed down by means of ar-

ificially enlarged diffusion barriers. We increased all surface dif-

usion barriers by offsets ranging from 0.405 eV to 0.495 eV. This

esults in a deliberate slowdown corresponding to ≈ 17.38 to ≈
.09 surface diffusion events per atomic adsorption event on the

lean surface. Note that this assessment concerns the lower bound

f surface diffusion on a clean surface only, i.e. a diffusion hop

way from an fcc to an adjacent hcp site. This is a typical situation

t the very beginning of a simulation run when coverages are still

mall. With the simulation advancing in time, atomic adsorption

ncreases the coverage, and typical diffusion hops become more

requent due to interactions with surrounding hydrogen being cap-

ured by the linear interpolation of diffusion barriers. For the low-

st barrier offset (0.405 eV), the system’s time evolution was dom-

nated by surface diffusion events ( � 95%) from 15L on. Even for

he highest barrier offset (0.495 eV), the proportion of surface dif-

usion events saturated around 80% from about 50L on. Thus, sur-

ace diffusion still dominates the time evolution of the system once

t least moderate coverages have been reached. In general, slow-

ng the fastest processes down even severely does not necessar-

ly come with adverse effects on the simulation results [31] which

re still reliable if sufficiently many fastest events occur between

arer events. In that sense, fast processes are still “fast enough” if
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they are able to equilibrate the system between the rare events.

In our case, surface diffusion conveys the repulsion amongst ad-

sorbed H and thus establishes a uniform distribution of H on the

surface. This however is irrelevant at low coverages because atomic

adsorption itself tends to result in uniform H distribution due to

taking place with equal probability at every adsorption site. From

moderate coverages on, the main effect of surface diffusion is to

break up second nearest neighbor interactions as hinted in Fig. 4 a

and Fig. 4 c. This break up still does take place as can be deduced

from the increasing proportion of diffusion events in the total sys-

tem evolution mentioned before. First nearest neighbor H is of no

concern as it is guaranteed to be minimal by the adopted “instan-

taneous” processes. In fact, the slight deviation in the coverage

growth and saturation level when considering the biggest slow-

down offset can be understood along this line of thought. As men-

tioned in Section 3.2.4 , adsorption sites framed by triangles of sec-

ond nearest neighbor H contribute additional effective desorption

processes. Break up of such second nearest neighbor H needs to

be done by regular surface diffusion events. As a result, there are

more frequent effective desorption events when surface diffusion

becomes too slow and a more shallow increase in coverage is ob-

served. Despite a small deviation in coverage of about 0.01 to 0.02

in the high coverage region, a comparison of the simulation data

in Fig. 7 shows little impact of these qualitatively different sit-

uations at the beginning of the runs when the surface was still

very clean. 

The appropriate coverage to compare our results with is given

by the experimental, total “coverage”, depicted by the solid black

line in the background of Fig. 7 . This curve includes surface and, as

deduced by the authors, subsurface deuterium. As our simulations

do not consider subsurface sites explicitly, the resulting fraction of

H must still be considered as residing on the surface in our simula-

tions. Although the simulated coverage at 80L is close to the upper

bound of the estimated experimental error of ≈ 30%, the overlay

shows considerable discrepancies between both results. Most no-

tably, a too small initial slope, followed by a coverage uptake too

steep compared to the experimental data and a saturation-like cov-

erage of approximately 0.38 are apparent. The smaller initial slope

might be due to an underestimated flux of H to the surface. An-

other contribution decreasing the initial slope could be an overes-

timation of effective desorption events by atomic H impinging at

already occupied surface sites as a result of neglecting subsurface

site occupations. We particularly do not attribute any of these ef-

fects to the surface diffusion slowdown, however. While a faster

surface diffusion would result in more such events between con-

secutive atomic adsorption events, the generated time steps should

shrink appropriately due to their reciprocal dependence on the

total rate. Also, no pronounced dependence on the surface diffu-

sion slowdown is observed comparing the different simulations in

Fig. 7 . The steeper coverage uptake becomes apparent around ex-

posures of 8L. At this coverage, the onset of measurable absorption

in addition to adsorption of H was observed in the experiment. The

onset of absorption might be explained by the considerable accel-

eration of H by interacting with the surface, which is attributed to

a polarization effect due to the surface layer relaxations. Molecular

dynamics calculations showed accelerated H was able to penetrate

the surface, leading to non-negligible subsurface site occupations.

Subsequently impinging H might then increasingly hinder the dif-

fusion of absorbed H towards the surface. This however would also

imply an overestimation of effective desorption due to H impinging

on occupied surface sites. It is noteworthy that none of the associa-

tive desorption processes as shown in Section 3.2.3 play any role in

the simulated behavior, as their high energy barriers prevent them

from actually being executed in the performed runs. The steeper

uptake in coverage is therefore attributed to missed desorption

channels, arguably incorporating subsurface site occupations. Fur-
her processes involving “active sites” on the surface might be of

onsiderable importance, too. Such sites could be the result of self-

dsorbed individual Be or other impurities, more complex surface

bstacles like steps, individual vacant surface beryllium sites and

ven trenches, etc. While in principle these influences could be

aithfully incorporated into our simulation approach on an equal

ooting, this requires considerable additional work including a new

ulticomponent cluster expansion. 

Another major source of deviation might be ad- and desorp-

ion from a Be O layer which is always experimentally observed

n beryllium surface. This, just like the surface obstacles, re-

uires similar comprehensive additional effort s to be accounted for

ithin our simulation approach. 

. Conclusions and outlook 

In conclusion, our calculations show that our model captures

eneral trends of the experimentally observed surface deuterium

overage. We tentatively attribute the deviations to the negligence

f subsurface site occupations as well as missed desorption pro-

esses. We belive that our model in general can be extended ac-

ordingly to overcome those shortfalls and account for processes

s contemplated in the discussions above. Further searches for des-

rption processes incorporating surface imperfections and subsur-

ace H might require the implementation of suddle point search

lgorithms more reliable than the contemporary dimer method. 
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